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Several authors have pointed out that the ease for parity conservation in 

~trong interactions is very much weakened when strange particles are involved. 1• Z 

If parity is not coaserved in the associated production process 

·;. \~ 

(1) 

thGo the A may have a polarization component in the production plane. The 

parity-nonconserving decay 

(2) 

may then, by Virtue of its large decay-asymmetry parameter, exhibit a decay 

asymmetry in the production piane. 

ln an earlier Letter we reported our analysis of 236 events of the 

typ~ (1) + (Z), produced by l.JZ-~ev/c pions incident upon a liquid llydrogell 
t,· ··~ . • ; • . . 3 . 
'bubbles chamber, leading to ~,!,e of 300 Mev/ c: c. m. momentum. Those 

resUlts were coneietcftt with zero decay asymmetry io the production plaoe~ 

We~ report our allalyele of 18.5 events of the same type, but produced at a higher 

energy by pions of l.Zl Bev/c, leading to 375 .. Mev/c A's in the c.m. system. 

On.e might expect from statistical considerations that adding 18S events 

to an existing 236 could hardly change the conclusions. However, (a) i\_ tW.ne 
. ~ \ 

out that, ~rtly because of a larger observed up·dowa decay asymmetry,· and 

partly becauee of a smaller observed decay asymmetry in the production plarae, · 
. (about one-third as large) 

we can set a substantially smaller limit,ito the amount of parity•nonconserving 

*This- work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy 

Commission.. 
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amplitude in the experiment reported here than in the 1. ~Z-Bev/c exp6rimeot; 

and (b) it ls conceivable that a parity-nonconsarving production amplitucie 

could ln.c:reaee substantially between 300 and 375 Mev/ c. 

Figure 1 shows the observed decay-asymmetry compoaents in the pro

duction plane plotted against e. the hyperon c. m. production aogle. ln the ·left ~ 
' . 

half of the :figure we plot the front ... back (FB) asymmetry in the 1T•C. m. coOI'dla.ate 
~~.:>· 

system~ in which the positive direction is along.,(u incident). I The right half· 

of the figure shows the left .. right (LR) asymmetry ic the same system. The . . . 

positive dbection is alons a X P( 11' .inc). where: is the ''up" direction given by. 

P(11 inc )X P(hyperon). All directions are as seen ia the hype.roa-rest frame. 

These data are clearly consistent with'zero aayin:metry. A x Z. te'st applied to 
. . . . a 

the hypothesis that tbe FB asymmetry is everywhere zero yields x (FB) a 7.3,· 
. . . z 

where 6 ls "expected. 11 Similarly x (LR) cr 1.0. These combine to give a 

total x Z = 8.3, where ll is expected i£ the asymmetry io identically zero. This 
z . . 

correspOnds to a x probability of 76%. 
. . ,., 2 
The contribution tof~ . at each value of 8 is just the square of the magllitude 

. ~ . 
of the projection of the observed decay-asymmetry vector on ~e production plane, 

in unite of the mean• square statistical error. It is therefore invariant under 

rotatioa to a new ••preferred axle" ia the produetion plane. The same is t~~ 
. fj.-~· 

'·J~ 

after summilag over fJ. TJ1eF.efore zero asymmetry in the prOduction plane fits 
· .. ~~=. ... 

with 76% probability in any coordinate system. 
;r 

If we average each component of the asymmetry vector over 0, the result 

depends on the choice of preferred axis. (The above ao.a.lyals shows that tbe 

result ~uat in any case be consistent with zero.) We make three c:holees of 

preferred axes: the u- c. m. system (defin.ed ·above), and the A- c. m. and 

A-lab systems (defined in Reference 3.) We find 
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(o.l> 1' a.P ) 
2. n-c. m. = (0.14 :.t: 0.13, -0.002. • 0.13), (3) 

(&15 •• ciP ) 
2 A-c.m. = (-0.10 :& 0.13, -0.16 ~ 0.13). (4) 

(GJl l' o.'P 2.) A-lab = (0.12 ~ 0.13, -0.09 = 0.13). (5) 

The up-down asymmetry, which demonstrates parity noneoaaervation ill the 

decay (Z), is BaturaUy the same t.a all three systems and is given by 

•"P" = 0.66 * 0.13. 

_.,, \ 

(6) 

~ 

We can adopt the hypo~esis that parity is~ conserved in 1\.eactiort'tU). 
f. 

in order to obtain a rough upper limit to the parlty-n.onconse~ng amplitude. 

The poesibiUty of obtaining such an upper Umit arises from the large o\)served 

up-down asymmetry (6). An aftll\iyeis (con!ined to s an~t;p,waves) yields fot F, 
. :~~ : •' ' . . . . -

U.e fractional intensity of parlty ... noaconserving productiottv 

(7) 

where P 1 and Pz refer to the n-c:. m .. system. 2• 3• 4 U a.l$ 1 aud o.P'z. are 

assumed to be independently Oauasian .. dlstributed, with :~«pectation values and. 
~ ;: . ". 

standard deviations given by the results (3), we can c:alculate the probability 

dietdbutioo. ia F by cba.nging variables and perfonning one integration. Th<e 

result can bG r0preeented empirically by P(F)dF = 39 exp (-48F)dF, for 
,; 

0 ·~ F -~: 0.015, and P(F}d.F = 27 exp (·30F), for 0.01~ < F. Thus F == 0 b 11 
. . .... 

most likely, (F)= O.Ol9, ((Fl> .. <F )l)l/l = 0.035, and .Prob. (Ji'>J_;'o) is 

·roughly 0. 9 exp ( .. 30 F 0 ). 5 

We are grateful to Luh VI. Alvarez for hh support and guidance in this 

work. 

' ' . 
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4. ·The analysis usee production and decay· e.ngular-dietribfltion results at 

l.l3 Bev/c (to be pUblished). The solutions depend only very weakly 

on the value of a., in the experim~nt2Uy allowed region. 0.8 < a.< 1.0. 

There iB no evidence for d waves. 

5. In Ref. 3 we obtained F = 0.07 ± 0.08 by erroneously applying ordlCU\ry 

methods of differential tte.rror propag~tico'' to an expression a.nalogoue 

to Eq. (7). This procedure is clearly incorrect for a quadratic. cente~ed 

near the origin, sioce the second-order terms are then dominant rather 

than uegUgible. Our result F(l.12 Bev/c) = 1.15 (GP1)2 + 0.93 (ePf)Z-

1.44AP 1o.P~, leads to a probability distribution P(F)d.F Ill! 10 exp ( .. lQF)dF, . 
lBO that F = 0 is most likely. 

(F)= 0.10, C(F2) .. (F)Z)l/Z = 0.10, nnd .Prob.· (F)Jfo) = exp (-lOF.o>· 
\·: ~l. 
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Fig .... 1. Decay aaymmetry components in the production plane (see text). 
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